
 
 

 
Practical Pistol Match 

Round 5 of the NRA Handgun League 2018 
Sunday 27th May 2018 

 

GENERAL  
 

Standard guns required to fit IPSC Standard box (with allowance for extensions and barrels). 
 
The match is limited to 54 competitors.  
 
Please note this is a half-day match, sign in and Safety Briefings - Sunday 27th May on Butt Zero:  
 

 AM Detail: Shoot between 0830-1200 hrs, Report time 0800 hrs  
 PM Detail: Shoot between 1330-1630 hrs, Report time 1200 hrs 

 
The match can be shot without a Shooter Certification Card, with one-to-one supervision by an NRA 
Certified RCO.  Please advise in advance if this is the case. 
 

 
EVENTS 
 

3521 Open - any .22 LBP with any sights, no restriction on holster or mag pouch location. 
 
3524 Standard - any .22 LBP, holster and mag pouches to be worn behind the hip. Optical sights not 

permitted.  
 
3522 Revolver Open:  any centre fire LBR with any sights, no restriction on holster or mag pouch 

location. 
 
 
MATCH CONDITIONS 
 

1. Scoring - scoring will be in line with NRA and IPSC handbooks. You will require a minimum of 130 
rounds of ammunition.  Targets will be from 2m to 35m and be a mixture of paper and steels.  
Competitors are required to assist with resetting/patching, failure to do so may incur procedural 
penalties or disqualification. 

 
2. Safety Catch - your pistol must be fitted with an operational manual safety catch or decocker unless 

shooting in revolver division. 
 

3. Holster Test - if your equipment fails the retention test you will start from the Tyro position where a  
drop leg holstered start is required. Shoulder and cross draw holsters are prohibited. The Match 
Director, will be the final arbiter as to whether any holster or firearm may be used. 

 
4. Tyro Starts - persons not using a holster will be allowed to start in the Tyro position but will be 

subject to 1 procedural penalty per occurrence. 
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